lution procedure consists of three steps: (1) . 
where f0 is the Maxwell[an distribution function, Ac is the collision frequency, and 
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H =H(x,y,u,:.u_)= u_f,:.du:
Taking a one-one correspondence transformation in the velocity space as well as in the physical space
equations (7) and (8) become 
Since the molecular distribution function, f, is in an exponential form in nature, it is reasonable to assume that
is a function of the exponential type.
Then, equations (24) can be rewritten as
where P(V) = f0 2" e+V_Vl-_g(x,y,t,t_,¢)d¢ The root F_ is called the Discrete-Ordinate.
For any selected discrete-ordinate t';_, can be written as
The superscript, (1). For a given discrete-ordinate I_-. Reservoir Boundary" Condition: (2). Symmetric Boundary Condition:
Along the nozzle and reservoir centerline, symmetric condition is applied. For a given discrete-ordinate Vk, _I_=o(_-¢)= gkl_=o(:), 
